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OptogeneticsThe new and vibrant ﬁeld of optogenetics was founded by the seminal discovery of channelrhodopsin, the ﬁrst
light-gated cation channel. Despite the numerous applications that have revolutionised neurophysiology, the
functional mechanism is far from understood on the molecular level. An arsenal of biophysical techniques has
been established in the last decades of research on microbial rhodopsins. However, application of these tech-
niques is hampered by the duration and the complexity of the photoreaction of channelrhodopsin compared
with othermicrobial rhodopsins. A particular interest in resolving themolecularmechanism lies in the structural
changes that lead to channel opening and closure. Here, we review the current structural and mechanistic
knowledge that has been accomplished by integrating the static structure provided by X-ray crystallography
and electron microscopy with time-resolved spectroscopic and electrophysiological techniques. The dynamical
reactions of the chromophore are effectively coupled to structural changes of the protein, as shown by ultrafast
spectroscopy. The hierarchical sequence of structural changes in the protein backbone that spans the time range
from 10−12 s to 10−3 s prepares the channel to open and, consequently, cations can pass. Proton transfer reac-
tions that are associated with channel gating have been resolved. In particular, glutamate 253 and aspartic acid
156 were identiﬁed as proton acceptor and donor to the retinal Schiff base. The reprotonation of the latter is the
critical determinant for channel closure. The proton pathway that eventually leads to proton pumping is also
discussed. This article is part of a Special Issue entitled: Retinal Proteins— You can teach an old dog new tricks.
© 2013 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Ion transport in living organisms is divided into active and passive,
and the proteins responsible are known as transporters (pumps,
exchanges, carriers, etc.) and channels [1,2]. Ion channels are central
to living organisms; they are involved in signal transduction processes
and in the conduction of electrical signals. Speciﬁcally, they mediate
the uncoupled downhill movement of cations and anions across biolog-
ical membranes by transiently opening an ion conductance pathway, a
process known as gating [3]. The ion pathway generally consists of a
narrow water-ﬁlled pore formed by speciﬁc residues in the proteincells, baby hamster kidney cells;
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ights reserved.interior, throughwhich ions can diffuse across the otherwise imperme-
able cell membrane. Channels can be classiﬁed by the way the gating
process is triggered. Ligand-gated channels open when speciﬁc mole-
cules bind to them; voltage-gated channels open in response to changes
in the electric ﬁeld across the membrane; and mechanosensitive
channels open following pressure changes [4]. The functionality of
ion channels is generally studied by electrophysiology techniques,
by measuring the ﬂow of changes through the membrane (current)
under variable conditions [5,6].
Channelrhodopsins (ChRs) are the ﬁrst and so far unique light-gated
ion channels known in nature [7]. Cation permeation by ChRs can be
triggered fast, repetitively, reproducibly, and non-invasively by light,
opening newways of addressing fundamental aspects of channel on-
and off-gating with unprecedented temporal and spatial resolution.
The ﬁrst identiﬁed ChRs were ChR1 [7] and ChR2 [8], naturally hosted
by the eyespot of the unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. More
recently, up to thirteen ChR sequences have been identiﬁed in other
green algae, differing among each other mainly in cation selectivity,
kinetics, light wavelength sensitivity, and light intensity sensitivity
[9–12]. Upon illumination, ChRs transiently increase their conductance
for a variety ofmonovalent and divalent cations, leading to depolarisation
of the cell membrane inmilliseconds. Such a property hasmade ChRs
a versatile and valuable optogenetic tool to alter the membrane po-
tential of a host cell, mostly to control neural activity [13].
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poorly understood molecular machinery that directs unicellular
algae toward or away from light (phototaxis) to optimise photosyn-
thetic growth [14]. ChR1 and ChR2 are supposed to directly mediate
the photocurrents that induce membrane depolarisation of the eye
spot of C. reinhardtii [14], but the mediation of a secondary channel
cannot be discarded [15]. While both ChR1 and ChR2 are responsible
for the phototactic responses (each responding to different light
intensities), the photophobic response is dominated by ChR1
[16–18].
ChRs lack sequence homology to any other known ion channel.
Instead, they belong to the family of microbial rhodopsins, also
known as type I rhodopsins, comprising light-driven ion-pumps and
photoreceptors in archaea, eubacteria, fungi and algae [19]. Microbial
rhodopsins share a similar primary sequence for the apoprotein
(known as opsin), and a characteristic seven transmembrane mem-
brane fold (7-TM) with the retinal chromophore covalently linked to a
conserved lysine to form a protonated Schiff base (SB) [20]. The primary
step in all known microbial rhodopsins, bacteriorhodopsin (bR) being
the paradigm, is the photo-induced isomerisation of retinal around
the C13_C14 bond of the retinal chromophore. In ChRs, retinal
isomerisation eventually leads to channel opening, presumably via con-
certed structural and electrostatic changes that are yet to be deﬁned.
This review focuses on the functional and structural dynamics of
ChR2 from C. reinhardtii. Among all ChRs known so far, ChR2 is most
widely used in optogenetic applications [11,13]. The properties of
ChR1 or ChRs from organisms other than C. reinhardtii are discussed
onlywhenever relevant to ChR2. All along the text, we use ChR2 residue
numbering for all ChR sequences, but use the original numbering for
other microbial rhodopsins (e.g., bR). Some additional aspects of ChR2
and ChRs in general, such as their physiological role in the phototaxis
of algae [14,21,22], the properties of variants and chimaeras [23,24], or
applications in optogenetics [13], are not or are only obliquely treated
here.
2. Function and general properties of ChR2
2.1. Ion channel activity
In their seminal work, Nagel et al. [8] showed that both full length
ChR2 and a fragment (1–315) comprising only the transmembrane
region produced identical photocurrents and a very similar current/
voltage relationship. The channel function is therefore conﬁned to the
7-TM region. The function of the soluble cytoplasmic domain (approxi-
mately 400 amino acids) remains unknown.A truncated ChR2 construct
has been used as a de factowild-type (WT) in posterior studies, with the
occasional addition of a yellow ﬂuorescent protein (YFP) sequence at
the C-terminus to monitor expression levels and cellular localisation
by ﬂuorescence microscopy [25] or a His tag when ChR2 is expressed
and puriﬁed from Pichia pastoris [26].
The channel activity of ChR2 is monitored in electrical measure-
ments [8]. Well-deﬁned conditions require expressing ChR2 in a host
cell and holding the membrane potential (voltage-clamp) at a constant
ionic composition of the medium. The resulting light-induced current,
the photocurrent, gives a measure of the net ﬂow of cations. ChR2 pho-
tocurrents have been recorded in many naturally light-insensitive cells,
namely Xenopus oocytes, human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells, baby
hamster kidney (BHK) cells, Henrietta Lacks (HeLa) cells, cultured neu-
rons, etc., and their properties have been shown to bemostly insensitive
to the host system used [8,24,27,28]. The photocurrents, usually mea-
sured using light pulses of several hundreds of milliseconds in duration,
show a reversal potential for symmetrical ion concentrations close to
zero volts: they are passive and thus linked to ion permeation. Anions
are not conducted [7,8], but protons and a wide range of monovalent
and divalent cations are [8]. The permeability for protons is at least
106-fold higher than for any other monovalent cation [8,27,29], whilethe permeability for divalent alkaline cations (e.g., Ca2+) is 10–100
times lower than for monovalent alkali ones (e.g., Na+) [27,29]. We
should note that although ChR1 was initially deﬁned as a selective pro-
ton channel [7], it was later shown to be permeable to other cations as
well [18]. Despite themuch higher proton permeability, at physiological
pH and cation concentrations, a signiﬁcant part of the current is carried
by cations other than protons [27,30].
As expected for a channel, the photocurrentsmodestly increasewith
temperature (activation energy of ~20 kJ/mol), suggesting that cation
permeation in the open state in ChR1 and ChR2 is rate-limited by
small barriers for ion diffusion and not by energetic protein conforma-
tional ﬂuctuations [7,31]. While the activation energy for channel open-
ing has not been determined yet, it is ~65 kJ/mol for channel closure
[7,31], large enough to indicate a coupling with protein conformational
changes. The intensity of the photocurrents is inversely related to the
atomic radius for alkali and alkaline cations, suggesting that they tra-
verse the narrower region of the pore (the selectivity ﬁlter) in a
mostly dehydrated state [8]. The dependence of the photocurrent
on alkali cations of different sizes was used to estimate an effective
cation pore of ChR2, found to be ~6.2 Å in diameter, in between the
pore diameter of voltage-activated Na+ channels and the nicotinic
acetylcholine receptor [8,32]. The photocurrents as a function of
Na+ concentration showed no sign of saturation [33], but they did
for guanidinium (Km = 82 mM [31]) and Ca2+ (Km = 18 mM [33]).
The curved photocurrent/voltage relationship of ChR2 is charac-
teristic for an inward rectiﬁed channel [34], i.e., for the same mem-
brane potential, the current is higher (and thus the resistance is
lower) when the potential is negative and cations ﬂow to the inside
of the cell. Single-molecule properties, indirectly deduced by photo-
current ﬂuctuations, indicate that the inward rectiﬁcation of ChR2 is
intrinsic to the single-channel conductance, and not simply the result of
a higher fraction of open channels at negative potentials [31]. The
photocurrent-voltage dependence of ChR2 for various conducted cat-
ions could be better modelled using a single re-oriented binding site
for which all the conducted cations compete (a model akin to those of
transporters [35,36]), than by using electro-diffusion models more fa-
miliar to those for channels [27,37]. Two putative cation-binding sites
have been identiﬁed in the dark state of ChR2 by molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations [38], one on the extracellular side (close to residues
S52, N56, and E97 in helices A and B) and the other on the cytoplasmic
side (close to E82, E83, H134, H265, and R268 in helices B, C, and G).
The single-channel conductance of ChR2 was estimated to be 60 fS
for Na+ at−60 mV by analysis of photocurrent ﬂuctuations [31]. Such
conductance would translate to a maximum turnover of 2 × 104 Na+/s
per ChR2 molecule (a current of ~15 fA for a single channel), too low
for single-molecule electrical recordings [8,31]. Despite its widespread
use in optogenetics, ChR2 is arguably one of the less efﬁcient ion chan-
nels known. The estimatedunitary conductanceof ChR2 is lower than ar-
chetypical ion channels by a factor of 10–104 [3,39]. ChR2 cation
turnover is only two times higher than that of the Cl/HCO3− exchanger
[40], one of the fastest transporters. Thus, the efﬁciency of ChR2 lies in
the grey area between channels and transporters.
It is worth noting that it is not only the microbial rhodopsin fam-
ily that comprises both ion pumps and channels, but also the family
of Cl− channels and transporters (ClC) [41]. In the latter case, it was
even shown that a Cl−/H+ exchanger could be converted into a passive
channel for Cl− by the substitution of only two key residues [42]. The
resulting Cl− ﬂow was 4 × 104 ions/s, i.e., 100–1000 times smaller
than the most efﬁcient Cl− channels of the ClC family [39], but in the
order of cation permeation by ChR2. This and other examples illustrate
the fuzzy barrier between transporters and channels [39,43,44].
2.2. Proton pumping activity
In addition to being a cation channel, ChR2 exhibits light-driven
proton pumping activity, as shown from photocurrents in planar
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gradient [31]. In giant HEK cells, the photocurrent was outwardly
directed, i.e., in the same direction as in bR [31]. Comparison of the pho-
tocurrent intensity elicited by proton pumping and by passive cation
transport provided an estimate of 0.2–0.4 charges pumped per
photocycle. Thus, the authors concluded that ChR2 was a leaky proton
pump [31]. Later, transient absorbance changes of a pH-sensitive dye
followed by a short laser ﬂash were recorded and normalised to the
fraction of photo-excited ChR2 [45], following a similar approach as
used previously to deduce the proton stoichiometry in bR [46]. Calibra-
tion of the pH-sensitive dye response yielded a stoichiometry of
0.3 ± 0.1 protons released/taken up from the bulk medium per
photocycle turnover [45]. Some of the internal proton transfer reactions
responsible for the putative outward proton-pumping of ChR2 were
later unravelled by time-resolved infrared (IR) spectroscopy (vide
infra and [47]).
The co-existence of cation channel and proton-pumping activities
in a single protein might appear exotic but it is not a unique feature
of ChR2. It is at least also displayed in some Cl− channels, presum-
ably Cl−/H+ exchangers in origin [39]. Also noteworthy is evidence
pointing to an active role of the residual H+-pumping of Cl− channels
in their gating mechanism [48], a connection that might exist in ChR2
as well (vide infra and [47]).
3. Structure of the dark state
3.1. Channelopsin
Structural information on ChR2was initially derived from homology
modelling studies based on microbial rhodopsins of known
structure [28,49–51]. ChRs show modest primary sequence homology
to other rhodopsins [7,52], butmost of the 22 amino acids in direct con-
tact with the retinal are conserved, making helices C–G relatively easy
to align. On the contrary, helices A and B show a low sequence homol-
ogy and contain a large number of charged residues, a feature that pro-
duced conﬂicting results among different groups about the starting and
the end points of helices A and B. To illustrate the ambiguities and lim-
itations of homology modelling approaches for ChR2 helices A and B,
the homologous residue to E90 in ChR2 was assigned in bR to either
L48 [28,50], L62 [52], I45 [53], T46/L48 [51], or P50/Y43 [49] in helix
B, or even to be located in the B–C loop [16]. A recent structure-based
alignment of a ChR chimaera with bR and other microbial rhodopsins
set A53 of bR as the structural homologue to E90 in ChR2 [54].
The 6-Å projection map of two-dimensional (2D) crystals of ChR2
provided the ﬁrst experimental conﬁrmation of the otherwise expected
7-TM arrangement of ChR2 [55]. The projection maps resolved by elec-
tron crystallography on the C128T variant correlatedwell with previous
results frombR [56], allowing the assignment of the transmembrane he-
lices. ChR2 forms a dimer with protomers, interacting through helices C
and D. The formation of a stable dimer by ChR2 was also indicated in
previous experiments [57] but the functional relevance of this arrange-
ment, if any, remains unclear.
The ﬁrst and so far unique atomic structure of a ChR was published
in 2012 by the group of Nureki [54]. A chimaeric ChR was constructed
by linking the last two helices (F and G) of ChR2 to the ﬁrst ﬁve
(A to E) of ChR1 with some additional modiﬁcations in the C-terminus,
and named C1C2. Crystals were grown in darkness and the structure
was resolved by X-ray crystallography to a resolution of 2.3 Å [54].
The high-resolution structure conﬁrmed the dimeric arrangement
observed in the 2D crystals of ChR2 [55]. Notably, C27, C34, and
C36 in the N-termini form inter-protomer disulphide bonds [54],
which were later shown to be only accessory for dimerisation
[58,59]. The C1C2 structure, depicted in Fig. 1a, is typical to microbial
rhodopsins, especially for helices C–G. A distinct feature is the length
of helix G, which extends 18 Å into the intracellular space. Yet, the
most striking differences lie in helices A and B. These are tiltedoutward by 3–4 Å with respect to the bR structure, which leads to a
cavity towards the extracellular medium and surrounded by helices
A, B, C, and G (see Fig. 1a,b).
The surface potential of C1C2 shows that the cavity between helices
A, B, C, and G forms an intruding electronegative pore, a half channel,
rich in charged and polar residues mostly contributed by amino acids
of helix B [54]. This helix contains ﬁve Glu residues, E82, E83, E90,
E97, and E101 (Fig. 1b). From these ﬁve, E90 was shown to be pro-
tonated [60]. According to empirical pKa calculations on the C1C2
structure, E82 and E101might be ionic, whereas E83 and E97 are pro-
tonated at neutral pH [54,61]. The cavity was concluded to form part of
the pathway for cation permeation [54]. The putative cation-conducting
pathway is opened towards the extracellular side but the cytoplasmic
side is occluded, as expected for the non-conductive dark state. Two
main constriction sites have been identiﬁed. The ﬁrst is formed by S63
(helix A), E90 (helix B), and N258 (helix G), involved in a network of
inter-helical H-bonds [54]. A stable H-bond between E90 and N258
has been conﬁrmed in MD simulations, which also identiﬁed an inter-
helical H-bond between E83 (helix B) and H134 (helix C) [62]. The
latter residue corresponds to D96 in bR, where it acts as the SB pro-
ton donor [63,64]. The second restriction is formed by the bulky
side chain of Y70 in helix A [54]. The C1C2 X-structure shows that he-
lices C and E are bent around T127-P129 and T188, respectively [54].
An intra-helical H-bond between the hydroxyl side chain (T127 and
T188) and the carbonyl backbone (E123 and Y184) was proposed to
contribute to the bending of these helices according to MD simula-
tions [38]. The same work predicted an additional intra-helical H-
bond in ChR2, involving T159-S155 and S155-G151 in helix D [38].
Electrophysiological experiments have shown that several point
mutations alter the cation selectivity in ChR2 and in the C1C2 chi-
maera, mostly for residues located in the glutamate-rich helix B
(E90A/Q/H/K, K93A, E97A/K, E101K) but also in helices A (Q56A,
Q56E, S63D), C (E123A, E123Q, L132C), and G (T250E, D253A, N258D)
[28,51,53,54,65]. These mutations had an insigniﬁcant effect on the ki-
netics of the channel, and in most cases had a modest if any effect on
the intensity of the photocurrents when taking into account uncer-
tainties in the number of copies of functional protein in the cell mem-
brane [28,49,54,65]. ChR1 from Mesostigma viride, MvChR1, lacks two
of the ﬁve Glu residues present in helix B of ChR2 (E83 and E97), further
supporting the idea that not all the Glu residues in helix B are essential
for cation channel activity [9].
Among the tested variants in ChR2 and ChR1 and in the C1C2
chimaera, only few mutations lead to an almost complete cessation of
the photocurrents, namely: E97A (but not E97Q), R120A, H134D (but
not H134R/Y/N), D253A/N (but not D253E), and H265R (but not
H265A) [7,28,47,49,54,65]. It is noteworthy that R120 and D253 are ho-
mologous to R82 and D212 in bR, two residues required for a native
proton-pumping mechanism [63].
The crystal structure of C1C2 revealed the presence of β-sheet struc-
tures in the extracellular loop regions that might contribute to dimer
stabilisation [54]. It also resolved six lipids and 43 water molecules per
protomer [54]. MD simulations of structural models of ChR2 inferred a
much larger number of internal water molecules than resolved in the
X-ray structure, with water densities mostly clustered along the extra-
cellular domain of helix B [38,49]. Numerous water molecules were
also predicted in the cytoplasmic domain, near E82, E83, H134, H265,
and R268 [38,49], with a water distribution discontinuity around E90
and S63 [38]. The environment of E90, located roughly half way through
the membrane, was suggested to be hydrophobic in the dark state [51].
3.2. The DC gate
Replacement of C128 or D156 leads to a 102- to 105-fold extended
lifetime of the conducting state of ChR2, namely 200-fold for C128T,
5 × 103-fold for C128A, 104-fold C128S, 5 × 104-fold for D156A, and
105-fold for the double mutant C128S/D156A [13,66,67]. Both residues
Fig. 1. Structural models of ChR2. (a) Ribbon representation of the X-ray crystallographic structure of the ChR1–ChR2 (C1C2) chimaera (PDB entry: 3UGA [54]). Helices A–E are shown in
dark yellow,which correspond to the amino acid sequence of ChR1. Helices F andG are shown in purple, which correspond to residues derived fromChR2. The left graph represents the in-
plane view to the membrane, showing the helices and sheets, including water molecules (green spheres) and the retinal linked to a lysine residue in the middle of the membrane. In the
right graph, themolecule is rotated by 90° for a viewperpendicular to themembrane plane. (b) Transmembrane segments of helices A, B, C, and G are shown that frame the putative cation
pathway in the C1C2 chimaera with some relevant residues. The residue numbering corresponds to ChR2. (c) Hydrogen-bonding interactions of the side chains of D156 and C128 (DC
gate). (d) Absorption spectrum of the retinal in ChR2 (black trace). Note its characteristic ﬁne structure (dashed vertical lines), resolved in the second derivative spectrum (red trace).
(e) Chromatogram of the chemically extracted retinal from dark-state ChR2. The peaks are assigned to different retinal isomers based on their characteristic retention time.
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difference spectroscopy experiments have shown that the carboxylic
side chain of D156 is protonated and H-bonded in the dark-state, with
a νC_O frequency sensitive to the replacement of C128 [68]. It has
been concluded that C128 and D156 side chains form a structural
motif [66,68], similarly to the homologous residues T90 and D115 in
bR [69,70]. TheH-bond interaction connecting helices C andD (illustrat-
ed in Fig. 1c) was named the DC gate due to its functional relevance in
the kinetics of channel closure [68].
This interaction was not conﬁrmed by the crystallographic model
of the C1C2 chimaera [54]. The shortest distance between the terminal
sulphur of C128 and the terminal oxygen atoms of D156 is 4.4 Å, a
distance considered too large to support an H-bond [54]. It has
been suggested instead that the S–H group interacts with the conju-
gated π-electron system of the retinal while the D156 side chain
lacks any H-bond donor/acceptor [54]. The latter proposal is in direct
conﬂict with the observed νC_O frequency of D156 at 1737 cm−1 in
ChR2 [68], typical for a carboxylic group with one H-bond [71,72]. At
this point, it should be noted that helices C and D in the C1C2 chimaera
were derived fromChR1 and not fromChR2. Acetabularia rhodopsin II, a
eukaryotic microbial rhodopsin, shows an H-bond between Asp92 and
C218 of presumable functional importance [73]. The shortest distance
between the oxygen and sulphur atoms of both side chains is 3.9 Å,suggesting that an H-bond between D156 and C128 in C1C2 cannot be
fully ruled out. We also note that thiol and carboxylate groups, and to
a lesser extent carboxylic groups, are prime candidates for chemical
alterations induced by exposure to X-ray radiation [74,75], even though
the C1C2 structure did not show signs of radiation damage. Remarkably,
neither C128 nor D156 displayed a stable conformation in MD simula-
tions of the C1C2 chimaera structure [62], whichmight indicate a short-
coming of the C1C2 structural model for these two side chains.
The functional importance of the DC gate in controlling channel
closing kinetics has been questioned as well [38]. It was argued that
if the phenotype of the C128 andD156variantswas solely ascribed to dis-
ruption to the DC gate, similar alterations in the channel closing kinetics
for C128A and D156A variants were expected, while channel closing
was ~10 times slower in the latter [13,66,67]. The similarly retarded
channel closing kinetics for C128A and C128S, the latter potentially able
to form an H-bond with D156, was interpreted as evidence that the phe-
notype of C128 variants was caused by an inﬂuence of the sulphur in ret-
inal re-isomerisation kinetics [67], although this left the effect of the
D156A mutation unexplained. Recently, we could rationalise most of
the similarities and differences in the phenotypes of C128 and D156 var-
iants, after identifying D156 as the SB proton donor (vide infra and [47]).
Although the existence and functional relevance of the DC gate is
well supported, the nature of the H-bond between C128 and D156 is
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form an H-bond in two conﬁgurations: the oxygen atom of the C_O
side chain of aspartic acid can act as the proton acceptor and the S\H
of cysteine can work as an H-donor (type I), or the sulphur atom of cys-
teine can act as an H-acceptor and the O\H of aspartic acid canwork as
an H-donor (type II), as illustrated in Fig. 1c. It was initially suggested
that C128 and D156 formed a type-I interaction [68]. Posterior MD
simulations of a homology model of ChR2 built from Anabaena sen-
sory rhodopsin (ASR) proposed instead a type-II interaction for
C128 and D156 [49]. Energy calculations indicate that a type-II interac-
tion is energetically favoured over a type-I interaction in a vacuum
[71]. The calculated C_O stretching of a carboxylic group H-bonded to
a cysteine is 1759 and 1747 cm−1 for a type-I and type-II interaction, re-
spectively [71], with the latter closer to the experimental value of
1737 cm−1. In the case of bR, experimental [76] and theoretical [77] re-
sults are consistentwith theO\HofD115being theH-bonddonor to the
oxygen of T90 side chain. On the other hand, a recent statistical analysis
of 500 high-resolution X-ray structures of soluble proteins concluded
that sulphur atoms were poor H-bond acceptors but moderately good
H-bond donors [78]. Cys sulphur was four times less frequently found
to act as an H-bond acceptor than as an H-bond donor.
As a third alternative for the DC gate, Watanabe et al. [49] proposed
that the side chain of D156 might interact with the backbone oxygen
of C128 and not with the sulphur of the side chain. Recently, the
same group proposed another structural model for the DC gate
[38], based on MD simulations of a ChR2 structure model using
C1C2 as a template. They inferred a potential water molecule bridg-
ing C128 and D156 residues [38]. The νC_O vibration frequency of
D156 was calculated as 1741 cm−1 in this arrangement [77], close
to the experimental value of 1737 cm−1. Nevertheless, a clear-cut
resolution of the controversy about the structural identity of the DC
gate might await experimental and theoretical analysis of the S\H
stretching of C128 and the O\H stretching of internal water molecules
in various mutants of the DC gate, or a high-resolution crystallographic
structure for ChR2. Irrespective of the results, it is evident that the DC
gate is highly relevant to the mechanism of ChR.
3.3. The retinal chromophore
The π-electron system of the retinal gives rise to an electronic
transition (S0 → S1) in the visible spectrum of light. The spectral
characteristics of retinal absorption are mostly affected by the pro-
tonated state of the SB, the planarity of the conjugated π-system of
the retinal, the distance of the protonated SB to the counter-ions,
and in general by the electronic environment of the retinal [79,80].
In ChR2, the absorption spectrum of the retinal shows a global maxi-
mum at roughly 470 nm (Fig. 1d), notably blue-shifted with respect
to light-adapted bR (568 nm), but close to sensory rhodopsin II (sRII;
487 nm) [81]. The action spectrum of ChR2, the wavelength depen-
dence of the photocurrent amplitude following a short laser ﬂash,
shows amaximum at 475 nm, whichmatches well with the absorption
spectrum of the retinal [33]. A protonated SB was conﬁrmed by reso-
nance Raman spectroscopy by observing a frequency shift in the SB
C_N stretching in D2O [82], a ﬁngerprint for a protonated SB [83].
The visible absorption spectrum of the retinal exhibits a ﬁne struc-
ture, putatively arising from coupling of the S0→ S1 electronic transi-
tion with the C_C stretchings of the retinal, a phenomenon ﬁrst
discussed for sRII fromHalobacterium salinarum [84]. Themajormaxima
in ChR2 are at 479 nm, 445 nm, and 415 nm, resolvedby calculating the
second derivative (Fig. 1d). The energy difference between these peaks
is ~1650 ± 150 cm−1, coherent with the coupling to the C_C
stretching vibrations of the retinal chromophore (vide infra). Thus, the
purely electronic transition (v = 0 → v’ = 0) in ChR2 likely corre-
sponds to the absorption band at 479 nm.
Information about the retinal conformation was derived from
resonance Raman spectroscopy. The retinal in-phase C_C (ethylenicmode) of ground-state ChR2was identiﬁed at 1551 cm−1 [82], correlat-
ing well with the retinal absorption maximum at ~470–480 nm, based
on a well-established empirical inverse correlation between both [85].
The co-existence of two retinal isomers in the dark state was indicated
by two overlapping bands assignable to the retinal ethylenic mode, re-
solved by curve-ﬁtting at 1550 and 1557 cm−1 [82]. Similarly, ASR [86],
halorhodopsin (hR) [87], and bR [88] show two main components for
the in-phase C_C stretching, one from all-trans,15-anti and the other
from 13-cis, 15-syn retinal, with the latter upshifted by 7–11 cm−1.
The retinal C–C stretching region of ChR2, known as the retinal ﬁnger-
print, revealed overlapping bands at 1208, 1200, 1183, 1172, and
1155 cm−1 [82]. In bR, the intensity of the band at 1200 cm−1 origi-
nates predominantly from the C14–C15 stretching of all-trans,15-anti
retinal [88], while the 1183 cm−1 does it from the C10–C11stretching
of 13-cis,15-syn retinal [89], further pointing to a mixture of all-trans
and 13-cis retinal in the ChR2 ground state. The spectral overlap,
combined with the uneven scattering cross-section of C_C and C–C
stretching modes for different retinal isomers prevented a straight-
forward spectral quantiﬁcation, but retinal extraction followed by
high pressure liquid chromatography (HPLC) indicated a 70:30 all-
trans:13-cis ratio (Fig. 1e). Thus, all-trans retinal is the predominant
but not the sole retinal isomer in ChR2 [82]. The Raman spectrum of
ChR2 dark state, and thus the retinal isomeric composition, was in-
variant for ChR2 solubilised in detergent (dodecylmaltoside) or
reconstituted in lipid (dimyristoylphosphatidylcholine), and hardly
affected by pre-illumination (light-adaptation) [82]. We should
note that the electron density of the retinal in the C1C2 chimaera
was modelled using a planar all-trans retinal at full occupancy [54].
The identiﬁcation of a mixture of all-trans and 13-cis retinal from
electron densities is not an easy task, and requires a resolution of
b2.0 Å, as in ASR [90].
In the X-ray structure of the C1C2 chimaera, the oxygen atoms of
E123 and D253 side chains are very close to the retinal SB nitrogen,
3.4 and 3.0 Å, respectively (shortest distance). They are located al-
most 1 Å closer to the SB than D85 and D212 in bR, a feature that
was noted to stabilise the state S0 and enlarge the electronic energy
gap with respect to bR [54]. Indeed, quantum mechanics (QM) exci-
tation energy calculations have shown that E123 and D253 have the
largest electrostatic contribution in blue-shifting the retinal absorp-
tion of C1C2 [62], which agrees with the 20 nm red-shift observed in
the E123T variant of ChR2 [91]. It was suggested from empirical pKa
calculations [54] and hybrid quantum mechanical molecular me-
chanical (QM/MM simulations [38] that E123 is neutral and D253
ionic in the C1C2 chimaera, but ionic for wild-type ChR2 [38].
Only one water molecule (w619) was resolved near the SB in
the crystallographic structure of C1C2, too remote (4.4 Å) to act as an
H-bond acceptor for the SB proton [54]. On ChR2, it was concluded
from resonance Raman spectroscopic experiments that the protonated
SB was strongly H-bonded, likely to a nearby water molecule, on the
basis of frequency and bandwidth sensitivity of the C_N stretching to
D2O exchange [82]. A similar prediction was made for bR based on
the same arguments [92] and conﬁrmed later when high-resolution
structures became available [93]. In the case of bR, three water mol-
ecules are located near the retinal SB, with one of them (w402) being
the H-bond acceptor to the protonated SB and H-donor to the ionic
D85 and D212 residues [93]. A recent QM/MM reﬁnement of the SB
environment of a ChR2 model built using the C1C2 structure as a
template inferred the presence of three water molecules near the
SB, with one of them being the H-bond acceptor from the protonated
SB, although with an overall arrangement different from the pentag-
onal cluster of bR [38].
The retinal absorption of ChR2 is pH-independent in the range of
pH 4–9 [60]. ChR2 does not contain titratable groups in this range
whose protonation state modulates the energy gap of the electronic
transition of the retinal. The situation is different in other ChRs. The ac-
tion spectrum of Volvox carteri ChR1/2 chimaera (VcChR1/2) shifted
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[94], suggesting a pH-dependent equilibrium between two dark states,
differing in the protonation state of an amino acid accessible (at least)
from the extracellular bulk medium. A similar behaviour is observed
in ChR1,where Glu87 (Ala48 in ChR2)was identiﬁed as the protonation
site responsible for the shift of the retinal λmax from 470 to 500 nm as
the pH is decreased [33].
4. The ChR2 photocycle
In microbial rhodopsins, the initial photo-isomerisation of retinal
around the C13_C14 bond, habitually from trans to cis, leads to a
thermally driven reaction that eventually restores the initial
C13_C14 conformation [20,95]. During this thermal relaxation back
to the ground state, a limited number of quasi-stable intermediary
states are transiently populated, a process referred to as the
photocycle [96]. The populated intermediate states differ to some
degree in the retinal environment/conformation, protein backbone
conformation, protonation state of speciﬁc groups, etc. These alter-
ations translate in many cases into observable spectral changes, as
shown by innumerable studies for bR and other rhodopsins. In the
case of the light-gated ion channel ChR2, the intermediates also
drastically differ in their conductance for monovalent and divalent
cations [8], a property that cannot be directly probed currently by
spectroscopic methods but is typically followed in electrophysiolog-
ical measurements. In a wide sense, understanding the mechanism
of ChR2 reduces ﬁrst to the identiﬁcation, and later, to the character-
isation of intermediates that constitute the photocycle, including the
dynamics of their interconversion. Arguably, this information is best
revealed by time-resolved methods following a short blue laser ﬂash
(of nanoseconds length or shorter), leading to a single turnover of
the photocycle. We will also review aspects of the ChR2 photocycle
under continuous turnover conditions, which is of increased complexity.
4.1. The photocycle under single turnover conditions
4.1.1. Photocurrents
Transient photocurrents following blue laser ﬂashes of 10-ns dura-
tion have beenmeasured for ChR2 [8,26] and for VcChR1/2, an acciden-
tal hybrid from VcChR1 and VcChR2 that is functionally related to ChR2
[94]. More recently photocurrents under single turnover conditions
have been also collected for various ChRs [97]. Representative transient
photocurrents for ChR2 at−80 mV and +80 mV are shown in Fig. 2a,Fig. 2. Light response and photocycle of ChR2 under single turnover conditions (nanosecond
Kinetic traces are plotted on a logarithmic time scale. ChR2 was expressed in HEK cells and the
[26]. (b) Transient absorption changes of ChR2 solubilised in detergent, at 25 °C and pH 7.4 [4
λmax differing from the ground state, namely, P1500, P2390, P3520, and P4480 (the superscripts indica
pletion of the dark state. The sequence of interconversions between intermediates is indicated
uni-directional photocycle model of ChR2, including half-lives. Possible branches and back reareproducing previously published data from the Bamberg group [26]. At
a holding potential of−80 mV, cations ﬂow to the cell interior and a
negative current is recorded, a process reversed when the potential is
held at +80 mV. ChR2 remains impermeable to cations for around
100 μs after photo-excitation. The current rises with τ1/2 = 200 μs
(channel on-gating), with a peak of maximum conductivity at 1–2 ms,
and it decays back to zero (channel off-gating) with τ1/2 = 8–22 ms
[26]. Thus, WT ChR2 remains in a conductive state for around two de-
cades of time. While the timing for channel opening is voltage-
independent, the closing is not, and it is two-fold accelerated when
the membrane potential changes from 0 mV to−100 mV [26]. Similar
values were also reported for VcChR1/2 [94].
The current remains basically at zero from 100 ms on, even though
the initial dark state requires more than 10 s for full recovery [26,60].
Clearly, the open state is followed by a proportionally long-lived closed
state. It should be noted that neither the channel opening nor the clos-
ing follows a simple exponential decay, suggesting the presence of at
least either two open states, or a single open state in equilibrium with
two closed states. Further evidence for the presence of two open states
comes from experiments under continuous illumination (vide infra).
In ChR2, electrogenic events besides cation channelling, such as a
change in movements within the protein, appear to have a negligible
contribution to the recorded currents, with the exception of a fast
and small outward current (b20 μs) that is not properly resolved
[26]. The outward photocurrent increased largely in D253E, a variant
with 50-fold faster SB deprotonation. Its intensity was basically unaf-
fected by reversing the potential from −60 mV to 60 mV, and was
suggested to be related to the proton transfer from the SB to the pro-
ton acceptor [47]. A fast positive current, with a reversal potential of
over −200 mV, was clearly resolved in ChR1 from various algae
when expressed in Escherichia coli, a host system that allows for a
faster response to electrical changes than HEK cells do [97]. The rise of
the fast positive current correlated well with SB deprotonation kinetics
probed by ﬂash photolysis at 390 nm and was assigned to a proton
transfer from the SB to an outwardly located acceptor [97].
Some variants of ChR2 and the C1C2 chimaera display some note-
worthy kinetic alterations in the photocurrents. However, the photo-
currents of these variants have been characterised under continuous
illumination, where only information about the channel closure kinetics
can be reasonably extrapolated to single turnover experiments. E123T,
E123A, and E123Q (but not E123D) show a two-fold accelerated channel
closure [91], with a decay time constant barely affected by voltage, at
least for E123T [98]. As a result, it was suggested that E123 might playblue light excitation). (a) Photocurrents of ChR2 for two different membrane potentials.
current was measured by patch clamp in a whole-cell conﬁguration at room temperature
7]. Positive absorption (yellow to red) reports the formation of intermediate states with a
te the λmax for each intermediate). The negative absorption (blue) corresponds to the de-
by solid arrows. The dark-state recovery tallies P3520 decay (dashed arrow). (c) Simpliﬁed
ctions are ignored.
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faster channel off-kinetics [28,54]. On the other hand, the E97A,
L132C, H134R, T159C, G224S, and N258D variants present a two- to
six-fold delayed channel closure, 20-fold delayed in case of E82A
[24,28,32,54,65,98,99]. However, far more dramatic are the already
discussed alterations in C128X and D156A variants, with a 200- to
105-fold delayed channel closure [13,66,67,100].4.1.2. Spectroscopy
The well-documented sensitivity of the retinal absorption to confor-
mation and to the surrounding environment has made time-resolved
ultraviolet/visible (UV/vis) spectroscopy the prime spectroscopicmeth-
od used to characterise the ChR2 photocycle (Fig. 2c), as reviewed else-
where [101].
Not only femtosecond vis-pump/vis-probe experiments [102],
but also vis-pump/IR-probe experiments [103], have shown that
photo-excitation of the retinal leads to an excited state that decays
with τ = 400 fs to populate a hot (i.e., vibrationally excited) red-
shifted electronic ground-state photoproduct. Next, vibrational re-
laxation, with τ = 3 ps, leads to the formation of an early red-
shifted K-like intermediate characteristic for microbial rhodopsins,
with an absorption maximum at 510 nm and presumably 13-cis retinal
conformation [102]. Itwas noted that formation of the K-like intermedi-
ate was slightly delayed at pH 4.0 and in the E123T variant compared
with the WT at pH 7 (5 ps vs. 3 ps), but not affected in the E123D var-
iant, suggesting that a negatively charged amino acid at position 123
might assist isomerisation around the C13_C14 bond [104]. A relaxation
between K-like states, with a slight spectral effect on the retinal absorp-
tion, occurs with τ = 200 ps [102]. This transition was tentatively
assigned to the relaxation of the twisted chromophore in concert with
the large conformational changes in the protein backbone inferred at
this stage [104]. However, recent vis-pump/IR-probe experiments
have shown that this transition is silent to IR spectroscopy and thus
not coupled to protein conformational changes, which occur instead
soon after vibrational relaxation (τ = 13 ps) [103]. Because the ﬁrst
thermally activated transition in the ChR2 photocycle occurs with
τ = 200 ps, the precursor intermediate can be trapped by illumination
under cryogenic conditions. Indeed, light excitation at 80 K provides
UV/vis and IR difference spectra [60,105] very similar to those observed
100 ps after photo-excitation at room temperature [103], conﬁrming
that changes in the protein backbone vibrations occur in the early
picoseconds.
Flash photolysis provided information in the subsequent time range
of 40 ns–50 s [47,94,102], i.e., the relevant time rangewhen the channel
opens and closes (Fig. 2b). The ﬁrst intermediate is a red-shifted in-
termediate, formed in less than 40 ns. It shows an absorption differ-
ence maximum at 510 nm but an absolute maximum at 500 nm;
thus, it was termed P500 or P1500 [94]. It appears that this P1500 state
does not fully correspond to the last red-shifted intermediate re-
solved in pump-probe experiments [102], as concluded from some
dissimilarities in their IR spectra [47]. Therefore, several P1500 states
have to be assumed that differ in the conformation of the retinal
and the surrounding protein moiety.
Within τ1/2 = 10 μs, P1500 intensity decays as the absorbance at
390 nm rises. We should clarify at this point that the formation and
decay of intermediates in ChR2 are in general multi-exponential,
and are not properly described by a single time constant. Therefore,
we prefer the use of half-life time, τ1/2, to describe rise and decay ki-
netics. Considering the absorption maximum of this intermediate,
390 nm, and in analogy to other rhodopsins, it has been concluded
that the SB deprotonates, leading to the formation of an M-like inter-
mediate, termed P2390 [26,94]. D253 was suggested as the SB proton
acceptor group by structural and functional data [54], but compelling
evidence was provided by time-resolved FTIR studies [47], as will be
explained below.The decay of P2390, and thus SB reprotonation, proceeds with τ1/2 =
2 ms, concomitantly with the rise of a late red-shifted species absorbing
at 520 nm, named P3520. The SB proton donor is D156 [47]. ChR2 releases
protons to the medium in the early milliseconds, concurrent with the
decay of P2390 and the formation of P3520 [45]. Thus, proton release is not
temporally coupled to SB deprotonation as in bR, but coincides with SB
reprotonation.
Although P3520 decays with τ1/2 = 10 ms, the initial dark state is not
fully recovered until much later. The P4480 intermediate, spectrally simi-
lar to the ground state, forms with τ1/2 = 10 ms. Relaxation of P4480 to
the ground state is unusually slow for a retinylidene protein, taking
place with τ1/2 = 20 s. The kinetics of proton uptake from the medium
is bi-phasic, following both P3520 and P4480 decay, and thus expands by
more than three orders of magnitude [45]. It was unclear from UV/vis
spectroscopy if the formation and decay of P4480 were the last step of a
linear photocycle or if they were the result of a branched reaction [26].
Recent results from time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy support the notion
that P4480 is a side path of the main photocycle, only transited by 25%
of the ChR2 molecules [47]. The kinetics of dark state recovery from
P4480 appears to be pH-sensitive, and thus is thought to involve a
pH-dependent equilibrium between two P4480 intermediates, named
P480a and P480b [60].
It was ﬁrst noted by Bamann et al. [26] that the number of exponen-
tial terms needed to describe the ChR2 photocycle exceeded the num-
ber of spectrally different intermediates. Flash photolysis experiments
of ChR2 from 10 °C to 30 °C consistently required six exponentials to
describe kinetics longer than 1 μs [102]. Our own results suggest that
eight exponential components are required to describe kinetics starting
at 6 μs [47]. This implies that at least eight intermediate states are pres-
ent in the ChR2 photocycle even though only four intermediates have
been spectrally identiﬁed. The discrepancy might arise from the pres-
ence of substates, i.e., intermediates that cannot be easily discriminated
due to their very similar spectral properties.
4.1.3. Correlation of electrical and optical experiments
The kinetics of the photocurrents can be related to the kinetics of the
photocycle byﬂash photolysis. The open channel can be attributed to an
intermediate of the photocycle, with a lifetimedecay of ~10 ms, i.e., P3520
decay is concurrent with channel closing or off-gating [26,94]. Depro-
tonation of the SB (10 μs) precedes channel opening (200 μs), and
thus cannot be the ﬁnal necessary event for channel opening or the
on-gating mechanism of ChR2 [26]. Channel opening occurs signiﬁ-
cantly earlier than P3520 formation (~2 ms), i.e., it does not clearly
correlate to an intermediate as sensed by the retinal, and thus it might
take place in the transition between two P2390 substates. However, it
cannot be completely ruled out that some of the observed differences
in time constants are due to the different environment of ChR2 in elec-
trical and optical experiments. The latter are conducted on puriﬁed
ChR2 solubilised in detergent or reconstituted in lipids, which inciden-
tally do not show essential differences among them [51,82,100]. Elec-
trophysiological experiments are performed on ChR2 incorporated in
a complex alien cellmembrane and subjected to a controlledmembrane
voltage and chemical gradient [8]. While it is feasible to perform light-
induced FTIR difference spectroscopy of a membrane protein under an
applied voltage by means of surface-enhanced IR spectroscopy [106],
this technique has not yet been optimised for time-resolved applica-
tions. Spectroscopic studies have been presented neither using asym-
metrical pH values nor cation concentrations, conditions common in
electrical experiments on ChR2 [8].
Kinetically independent evidence for an open state consisting of
both P2390 and P3520 intermediates came from studies on the D156A
and C128T variants [66]. Both display long-lived open states and
similarly intense photocurrents, although the former presents mostly
a long-lived P2390 state and the latter predominantly a long-lived P3520
state [66,100]. In addition, both green and violet lightwere shown to ef-
fectively quench the currents, suggesting that both a blue-shifted (i.e.,
Fig. 3. Photocurrent response and photocycle of ChR2 under continuous illumination.
(a) Illustrative (synthetic) photocurrent of ChR2 expressed in a host cell under negative
voltage-clamp conditions and rectangular blue light excitation (blue bars). After an initial
peak, Ip, the photocurrent decays (desensitises) to a steady state, Iss, and relaxes to zero
when the light is switched off. A second pulse after a certain time delay, Δt, generates a
smaller peak current (light adaptation). (b) Four-state model used to describe the photo-
currents under continuous illumination (adapted fromHegemann et al. [114] and Nikolic
et al. [107]). The model includes two closed states (C1 and C2) and two open conductive
states (O1 and O2). Approximate time constants are indicated for thermally driven tran-
sitions (plain arrows). Light-driven transitions (wavy arrows) depend on, among other
factors, wavelength and intensity.
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ute to the cation conductivity. A fast equilibrium between a noncon-
ductive P2390 and a conductive P3520 could not be discarded as an
alternative explanation, however [66]. The on-gating mechanism in
ChR2 appears to be spectroscopically silent in the UV/vis region
and, thus, it is likely to occur within P2390 substates. This conclusion
is consistent with ﬁndings from other rhodopsins that when the ret-
inal is deprotonated, the sensitivity of its electronic transition to its
environment is largely reduced, leading to optically silent transi-
tions. Indirect evidence for P3520 substates was observed in C128X
variants. Unlike in WT, channel closure in these variants precedes
P3520 decay by around one order of magnitude [66,100]. This observa-
tion was explained by two consecutive P3520 substates of which only
the early one was conducting [100]. In summary, diverse evidence
indicates that P2390 and P3520 intermediates, or at least some substates
of them, represent open states of the channel.
4.2. The photocycle under continuous illumination
The photocycle of ChR2 increases in complexity under stationary
light conditions. Not only do some of the time constants become de-
pendent on light intensity [107], but most importantly, continuous
illumination adds unwanted complications from secondary photore-
actions. It is well known that photointermediates of retinal proteins
exhibit their own photochemistry [108]. Photo-excitation of an inter-
mediate might induce its photo-conversion to the ground state. For in-
stance, it was shown for ChR2 [26] and C128X variants [66,67] that
channel closing is accelerated by green light pulses, presumably excit-
ing P3520 back to the ground state, as suggested by the subsequent in-
crease in P2390 formation seen for C128A [66]. In addition, violet light
was shown to quench the stationary current in C128X and D156A vari-
ants, i.e., the channel is closed by photo-excitation of P2390 [66], presum-
ably back to the ground state, in analogy to the shunt of the M
intermediate in bR [109]. Photo-excitation of intermediates can also ini-
tiate a new photocycle out of the main photocycle. Indeed, photoreac-
tion of a late intermediate of the C128T variant leads to at least two
non-native and long-lived inactive states, termed P380 and P353
[100]. These intermediates are closely related to free all-trans retinal,
according to resonance Raman experiments, suggesting transient hy-
drolysis of the SB [110].
A peculiar feature of the photocurrents under continuous illumina-
tion is desensitisation, which is not observed in single turnover experi-
ments. A fewmilliseconds after the illumination starts, the photocurrent
typically reaches a peak that decays within some tens of milliseconds
to a steady level (Fig. 3a). Desensitisation, also referred to as inacti-
vation in the ChR2 literature, seemingly originates from ChR2 being
temporally in a late low conductive state [107] and/or in a mixture of
conductive/non-conductive states, with the non-conductive state likely
corresponding to P4480 [94]. Desensitisation is often quantiﬁed by the
ratio of the steady current to the peak current, which can be as low as
0.2–0.4 for ChR2 [29,91,98,99]. The desensitised fraction increases
with illumination intensity, and as the holding potential becomes
more positive. It is reduced at low extracellular pH [33] and in some
ChR2 variants [24,51,65]. Channel desensitisation is almost absent in
ChR1 and in some ChR1-ChR2 chimaeras [12,24].
The photocurrents under continuous illumination suffer from an
additional phenomenon known as light adaptation (Fig. 3a). It consists
of the progressive reduction of the transient peak currents with repeti-
tive periods of illumination, butwithout altering the intensity of the sta-
tionary current [8]. The full size of the peak photocurrents recovers after
incubation in the dark, with τ1/2 ≈ 5–10 s [24,26,91], in a complemen-
tary process referred to as dark adaptation, which correlates well with
the decay of P4480 [26].
The relatively long time for dark adaptation together with channel
desensitisation limit the applicability of ChR2 as an optogenetic tool
[13]. Nevertheless, these two processes may be physiologically relevantto modulate the response of ChRs to light; for instance, to prevent full
membrane depolarisation by attenuating or even inhibiting cation per-
meation under strong continuous illumination [111].
We should clarify that the terms light and dark adaptation as used in
ChRs should not be confused with a process known in microbial rho-
dopsins as dark/light adaptation. There, dark/light adaptation indicates
differences in the isomeric composition of the retinal between pre-
illuminated and dark-incubated ground states caused by a very
slow (in relation to the time scale of the photocycle) thermal equili-
bration of the isomeric state of the retinal in the dark. In the case of
bR, the dark-adapted form comprises a mixture of all-trans, 15-anti
and 13-cis, 15-syn retinal, while the light-adapted form holds solely
all-trans, 15-anti retinal [112,113]. This type of dark–light adapta-
tion is not observed for ChR2 [82].
While a linear model, including branching, provides an adequate
description of the ChR2 photocycle under single turnover conditions,
additions are required for the description of the photocurrents under
continuous illumination. Quantitative analysis of ChR2 photocurrents
under illumination with various light intensities and different periods of
dark were provided by Nikolic et al. [107], and before that by Hegemann
et al. for ChR1 [114]. These two and subsequent studies [115,116] agree in
the conclusion that two photocycles with connected open states are re-
quired to quantitatively describe the experimental photocurrents
(Fig. 3b). Their modelling favoured two parallel photocycles with at
least one open/conductive state in each cycle (O1 andO2) and twoparent
closed states (C1 and C2). The open states O1 and O2 are reached by
photo-excitation of the C1 and C2 states, and they decay thermally back
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intercross, with a reversible thermal transition between O1 and O2
(~100 ms), and with an irreversible transition from C2 to C1
(~10 s), i.e., C1 represents the dark-adapted ground state and C2
the light-adapted ground state [107]. The O1 state has ~10–20
times higher conductivity than O2 and different cation selectivity
[30], a feature that explains the current desensitisationwith light du-
ration as O1 relaxes to O2, and O2 concentration builds up [27,107].
Based on this model, light adaptation reﬂects the higher accumula-
tion of C2 with respect to C1 after illumination is switched off, and
dark adaptation corresponds to the slow recovery of C1 from C2 in
the dark [114].
The dark-adapted C1 and light-adapted C2 states introduced on
the basis of electrical experiments have been related to ground states
D470 and D480 (with λmax at 470 and 480 nm, respectively) [100].
The difference in λmax was assigned to the protonation state of an
unknown group near the retinal for VcChR1/2 [94]. It was concluded
from a recent HPLC analysis of the C128T variant of ChR2 that the
dark-adapted C1 state contained predominantly all-trans, 15-anti
retinal, while light-adapted C2 showed mainly 13-cis, 15-syn retinal
[117]. Accordingly, the λmax of the dark-adapted C1 and light-adapted
C2 states was reassigned to 480 nm and 470 nm, respectively, in
order to be consistent with the λmax shifts observed in other microbial
rhodopsins between all-trans, 15-anti retinal and 13-cis, 15-syn retinal
[86–88]. This assignment about the nature of the C1 and C2 states
implies that the photocycles of all-trans, 15-anti retinal and 13-cis, 15-
syn retinal are both functional [117], arguing against indirect phys-
iological evidences that relate cation permeation solely to the all-trans
photocycle [101]. It also suggests that both all-trans and 13-cis
photocycles should lead to the formation of similar intermediate states,
in contrast to accumulated experience from other microbial rhodopsins
[68,118–120].
5. Structural information about ChR2 photointermediates
Theﬁrst structural information about changes in ChR2 intermediates
came from steady-state FTIR difference spectroscopy [60,105]. Continu-
ous illumination at 80 K led to an intermediate state [60] that was
shown to correspond to the early K-like intermediate observed in
pump-probe experiments at 100 ps after the excitation laser pulse
[103]. Continuous illumination under ambient conditions (293 K) led
to a photo-stationary mixture of late intermediates. These initial data,
recorded under photo-stationary conditions, have been recently com-
pleted and expanded by time-resolved IR spectroscopy experiments
[47,51,103].
5.1. Conformational changes in the channelopsin moiety
Light gating of ChR2 involves the conversion of the retinal
isomerisation into conformational changes of the apoprotein that
eventually lead to cation permeation across the membrane. As the
dark state represents a closed non-conductive structure, the forma-
tion or enlargement of water-ﬁlled pores inside the protein to form
a transient channel is prerequisite for cation permeation.
So far, IR difference spectroscopy has been the main source of in-
formation on structural changes during the ChR2 photocycle. Con-
formational and environmental changes in the protein backbone
are mainly reﬂected in frequency changes of the amide I vibrations
(1700–1620 cm−1), comprising predominantly the C_O stretching
mode of the peptide backbone [121]. Structural changes are also
reﬂected in the amide II vibrations of the protein backbone
(1570–1510 cm−1), a coupled mode of the C\N stretching and
N\H in-plane bending vibrations of the peptide bond [121]. The latter
changes are often obscured in difference spectra of rhodopsins, due to
overlapping contributions of the ethylenic C_C vibrations of the retinal
[122].The application of other structurally sensitive techniques to char-
acterise protein conformational changes in the photocycle of ChR2 is,
at the time of this review, limited to two reports using electron para-
magnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy [58,59]. Pulsed electron
double resonance (pELDOR) spectroscopy [123] provides distance
information between spin label sites in the 1.8–6 nm range with
sub-nm precision [124]. Changes in the mutual distance of the spin la-
bels are determined with high accuracy when the protein undergoes
conformational changes. pELDOR experiments of freeze-trapped illumi-
nated spin-labelledmutants were performed to infermovements of he-
lices B and F in the P3510 [59] and P4480 [58] intermediates (which will be
discussed later).
5.1.1. Pre-gating
It came as a surprise when large light-induced difference bands in
the amide I region of ChR2 were observed at 80 K [60,105], namely, a
strong negative band at 1665 cm−1 and additional side bands (1691,
1684, 1652, 1645, 1637, and 1624 cm−1). The spectral changes in the
amide I region were much larger than those observed in any other mi-
crobial and animal rhodopsins, as illustrated in Fig. 4. We note that sig-
niﬁcant contributions to the intensity at 1665 cm−1 by the νC_Nof the
retinal or from an amino acid side chain vibration have been discarded
due to the insensitivity upon H/D exchange [60,103].
A differential band was observed at 1742(+)/1735(−) cm−1
when illuminating ChR2 at 80 K (Fig. 4 and [105]), corresponding
to weakening of the H-bonding of the D156 carboxylic group [68].
The sensitivity of D156 to retinal isomerisation at 80 K is coherent
with the interaction of D156 with C128, the latter residue in van
der Waals contact with the retinal [54]. In P1500 (early microseconds),
D156 shows a broad positive band from the C_O stretching at
around 1765 cm−1 [47] which is blue-shifted by about 30 cm−1
with respect to the ground state. The large shift suggests an even
weaker H-bonding of D156 with C128 in P1500. The strength of the
H-bonding of D156 is partially recovered upon the formation of
P2390, where the C_O stretching of D156 downshifts to 1745 cm−1
[47], but still ~10 cm−1 blue-shifted with respect to the ground
state.
Time-resolved FTIR spectroscopy revealed a differential feature at
1728(+)/1717(−) cm−1 in the P1500, P2390, and P3520 states, which
vanished in the E90A variant [47]. Similar bands at 1730(+)/1718(−)
cm−1 were observed under steady-state illumination at room tempera-
ture, and assigned to E90 with the E90Q variant [60]. Thus, these two
bands arise from H-bonding changes of the carboxylic group of E90
[47,60], a residue interacting with S63 and N297 [54].
The nature of the protein conformational changes responsible for
the observed spectral changes in the amide I and carboxylic regions
before the channel opens is yet to be understood. The νC_O changes
of E90 and D156 support alterations in inter-helical contacts between
helices A–B–G and C–D, respectively, possibly reporting a change of
the relative geometry of these helices. The frequency of the intense neg-
ative amide I band (1665–2 cm−1, depending on the time scale) is in-
deed compatible with changes in the conformation of amide groups
involved in transmembrane helices [125,126]. Recently, it has been
pointed out that the strength of the transition dipole moment of the
amide I vibration, related to the extinction coefﬁcient, increases with
delocalisation of the amide I modes between adjacent residues [127].
The negative band in the difference spectrum of ChR2 might report
a reduced coupling between residues in transmembrane helices
that accompanies retinal photo-isomerisation induced by kinking
of one or more α-helices. Alternatively, the negative band in the mi-
crosecond P1500 at 1662 cm−1 is kinetically related to a positive band
at 1635 cm−1 and, thus, is tentatively assigned to the elongation of
β-strands present in either the cytoplasmic (CP) or the extracellular
(EC) loops [47].
Whatever themolecular basis of the above-presented large struc-
tural alterations, it is clear that they are present prior to cation
Fig. 4. Light-induced FTIR difference spectra at 80 K for ChR2 [68], light-adapted bacteriorhodopsin (bR [178]), and bovine visual rhodopsin (Rho [179]). Typical wavenumber regions are
indicated by horizontal bars for vibrations of the protein backbone (amide I and II vibrations, mainly C_O stretching and C_N strecth coupled to N-H bending vibrations, respectively),
amino acid side chains (carboxylic groupνC_OofAsp andGlu), the Schiff base (νC_N), and retinal (νC_C andνC–C stretching vibrations). The spectrawere normalised to the intensities
of bands of the C–C stretching vibrations of retinal. Of particular note are the strong intensities of the amide I bands of ChR2.
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gating was anticipated to involve additional structural changes act-
ing on top of these [105].
5.1.2. On-gating
The onset of cation permeation, or on-gating, takes place in the tran-
sition between P2390 substates, i.e., after SB deprotonation (τ1/2 = 10 μs)
and prior to SB reprotonation (τ1/2 = 2 ms). Additional changes in the
amide I region were observed to evolve with τ1/2 = 60 μs, reporting
protein conformational changes that were potentially connected to
the on-gating process [47]. These changes involved the appearance of
a positive band at 1650 cm−1 and an increase of the intensity of the
negative band at 1663 cm−1 [47], both assignable to α-helical struc-
tures based on their vibrational frequency [121,126]. The time evolution
of both bands was highly correlated and also correlated reasonably well
with the photocurrents, all peaking at 1 ms [26,47].
The bands at 1663(−) and 1650 cm−1(+) were suggested to
arise from a 13 cm−1 downshift of the amide I of transmembrane
helices upon their hydration [47]. Coherent with the above assignment,
a band upshift was observed in the range of amide II vibrations of α-
helical structures, at 1561(+) / 1541(−) cm−1 [47]. These two amide
II difference bands could not be resolved in the P2390 and P3520 states
where ion permeation occurred but in the P4480 state, because the over-
lapping ethylenic vibrations of the retinal are substantially reduced in
intensity only in this intermediate [47].
As a summary, bands at 1663(−) / 1650(+) cm−1 and 1561(+) /
1540(−) cm−1were taken as an indication of transient access of bulk
water to previously ‘dry’ regions of the transmembrane helices, an
event that kinetically correlates with the onset of cation permeation.
The hydration might report the formation of a continuous water-ﬁlled
channel inside the protein, or at least the enlargement of pre-existing
water-ﬁlled cavities. The large number of internal water molecules
present in the dark state, as determined by MD simulations, is note-
worthy [38,49,51]. The conformational change that allows water to
diffuse in was suggested to involve the rotation of one or more trans-
membrane helices [47], but experimental evidence was lacking.
Recently, pELDOR experiments on a ChR2 variant containing the C128Tmutation measured inter- and intra-monomer distances between la-
belled residues C79 (helix B) and C208 (helix F) [59]. It was observed
that the intracellular domain of helix Bmoved outward in the P3510 inter-
mediate, accompanied by smaller rearrangements in helix F [59]. In light
of these results, it is plausible that themovement of helix B, being part of
the putative cation channel, is a structural determinant that allows
water inﬂux and cation permeation.
5.1.3. Off-gating
Channel closure, or off-gating, correlateswith P3520 decay [26]. There-
fore, it is relevant to ﬁrst discuss what the products of this decay are. It
was observed that the ground state recovered in two well-separated
phases, with a major recovery phase (75%) concurrent with P3520 decay
[47]. The remaining ground-state recovery (25%) followed P4480 decay.
The most straightforward interpretation is that P3520 decays predomi-
nantly directly to the initial ground state, and partially to the P4480
state [47]. Channel off-gating is, therefore, mostly accomplished during
ground-state recovery, i.e., by the reversal of all the conformational
changes and the resetting of the initial protonation states. The extremely
retarded off-gating of D156A and C128X variants convincingly suggests
that ground-state recovery, themain route for off-gating is, under native
conditions, rate-limited by D156 reprotonation kinetics [47].
Since P4480 is a non-conductive state [26], channel off-gating also
accompanies the P3520 to P4480 transition. Because these two late inter-
mediates display similar changes in the amide I region [47,117], the
off-gating in this case is not accompanied by reversal of the major
structural changes in the protein. We infer that the channel structure
remains structurally open in P4480, and that cation permeation at this
stage is inhibited by some othermeans. Indeed, pELDOR experiments
measuring inter- and intra-monomer distances between labelled
residues C79 and C208 showed similar distance changes in P3510
[59] and P4480 [58], supporting the movement of helix B in both inter-
mediates. In spite of their expected similar structure, the P3520 (conduc-
tive) and P4480 (desensitised) states differ at least in the protonation
state of D156, the H-bonding strength of the DC gate, and the proton-
ation state of E90 [47]. The ﬁrst two adopt their ground-state conﬁgura-
tion in P4480: D156 is protonated and its H-bonding with C128 is
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between helices C and D is, thus, a potential contribution to channel
off-gating in P4480. The other notable difference corresponds to E90,
which is deprotonated in P4480 [51] but not in any other intermediate
[47]. Themutation of E90 has no or very modest effect on the kinetics
of channel closing [54,65], and no effect on the photocycle [53], un-
like mutations of D156 and C128 [66,67]. E90 modulates cation se-
lectivity [51], along with other residues in helices A, B, C, and G
(vide supra).
What is then the functional implication of the deprotonation of E90?
We have conjectured that the deprotonation of E90 in P4480 could lead to
a transiently stronger interactionwithN258 and S63, restraining the dy-
namics of the adjacent helices A, B, and G, and contribute energetically
to the off-gating [47]. This interpretation is hypothetical, as experimen-
tal evaluation of H-bonding strength in carboxylate groups is very chal-
lenging. However, in its support, channel desensitisation is indeed
largely reduced upon the mutation of E90 or by low pH [51,53,65],
supporting a contribution of E90 deprotonation in stabilising a low
conductive or non-conductive P4480 state. E90 could also work as a
pH sensor, adapting ChR2 activity to the pH of the medium (either
extracellular or intracellular, depending on yet to be deﬁned E90
connectivity).
Because the ChR2 photocycle is branched, as the strongly bi-phasic
ground-state recovery kinetics suggest, a question emerges: at which
stage do the two branches split?We have suggested that branching oc-
curs at the level of the P3520 state [47], by a kinetic competition between
direct ground-state recovery and P4480 state formation. The branching
might also precede P3520 decay, for instance, at the level of P1500, as was
proposed by Bamann et al. [66].
5.2. Conformational changes in the retinal
The FTIR difference spectrum of ChR2 at 80 K shows in the C–C
stretching region bands at 1245(−), 1237(−), 1204(−), 1191(+),
1183(−), 1177(+), and 1155(+) cm−1 (see Fig. 4 and [60,105]).
Light-adapted bR shows similar bands when illuminated at 77 K: at
1255(−), 1202(−), 1194(+), and 1169(−) cm−1, accompanied by
weaker bands/shoulders at 1248, 1216(−), and 1185(+) cm−1 (see
Fig. 4 and [122]). The C–C stretching modes of the retinal are coupled
with CCH in-plane rocking vibrations, making them sensitive to the
cis-trans conformation of both the C–C and the C_C bonds [88]. The sim-
ilar frequencies of many of these bands in ChR2 and bR lead to the con-
clusion that retinal photo-isomerisation in ChR2 is likewise from all-
trans, 15-anti (negative bands at 1245, 1237, 1204, and 1155 cm−1) to
a distorted 13-cis, 15-anti conformation (positive band at 1191 cm−1)
[60,105]. The assignment of the bands at 1183(−) and 1177(+) cm−1,
not discussed in the original reports, might be indicative of 13-cis,
15-syn retinal photochemistry, as discussed later.
The 13-cis conformation of retinal ismaintained at least until P3520, as
was concluded from the analysis of resonance Ramanmeasurements on
the C128T variant under photo-stationary conditions [105]. Quite in-
triguingly, continuous illumination followed by retinal extraction and
subsequent HPLC analysis of the C128T variant indicated that the retinal
isomeric composition was barely affected with respect to the ground
state [100], i.e., both P3520 and P4480 would appear to contain all-trans ret-
inal. These results were recently revised, showing that the fraction of
all-trans retinal in C128T was indeed largely reduced following illumi-
nation (from 78% to 43–56%), a process accompanied by an increase of
13-cis and small amounts of 11-cis and 9-cis retinal [117]. Retinal ex-
traction also revealed slow and complex dark reactions [117], a compli-
cation that might be due to the slow thermal relaxation of other
photocycles populated under continuous illumination in this variant.
The isomeric composition of retinal in WT ChR2 did not change
substantially after continuous illumination, a conclusion supported
by both resonance Raman spectroscopy and chemical retinal extrac-
tion [82,100]. To account for this result, it has been proposed thatboth all-trans to 13-cis and 13-cis to all-trans photoreactions could
occur in parallel and compensate for each other to leave the isomeric
composition unchanged [100,111]. Such an explanation contradicts
FTIR difference spectra, which indicate that the retinal undergoes most-
ly an all-trans to 13-cis isomerisation after photo-excitation [60,105].
The contradiction could be solved if the intermediate predominantly ac-
cumulated under photo-stationary conditions in WT, P4480, contains no
longer 13-cis but all-trans retinal. In this line, the P3520 to P4480 transition
was hypothesised to involve retinal reisomerisation, in order to account
for the dramatic effect of themutation of C128, a residue proposed to be
critical for an efﬁcient reisomerisation of the retinal from 13-cis to all-
trans [67].
The νC_Nof the retinal ground statewas observed at 1657 cm−1 in
H2O and at 1629 cm−1 in D2O by resonance Raman spectroscopy [82].
In the early photoproduct, the νC_N was assigned to a band at
1608–1599 cm−1 in D2O by pump/probe IR spectroscopy [103]. Conse-
quently, the unusually strong H-bond of the retinal SB in ChR2 [82] is
disrupted following retinal photo-isomerisation, as in bR. There, the SB
transiently loses its H-bond acceptor after retinal photo-isomerisation,
as deduced by the shift of the SB νC_N from 1640 cm−1 in the ground
state (1626 cm−1 in D2O) to 1613–1609 cm−1 (1605 cm−1 in D2O) in
the K intermediate [122,128].
5.3. Proton transfer steps
The SB deprotonates and reprotonates during the photocycle of
ChR2 [26] and protons are transiently released to and taken up
from the medium [45] (Fig. 5). Furthermore, ChR2 displays active
proton pumping activity [31]. During the photoreaction of ChR2, sev-
eral amino acids change their protonation state. Among them, Asp
and Glu residues are major components in proton transfers in pro-
teins, and in microbial rhodopsins in particular [129]. Their pKa can
bemodulated by changes in the H-bonding/electrostatic interactions
with surrounding molecules. Furthermore, they can be involved in
H-bonding interactions that are key elements in proton transfer.
The C_O stretching vibration of the COOH group of Asp and Glu os-
cillates in the frequency range of 1780–1690 cm−1 [71,72]. The re-
gion above 1710 cm−1 is rather isolated from vibrations of the
peptide bond and other amino acid side chains [130], facilitating
the identiﬁcation of protonation changes of Asp/Glu residues.
5.3.1. Deprotonation of the retinal Schiff base
Deprotonation of the SB initiates the ﬁrst proton transfer step in
microbial rhodopsins [63]. E123 is the homologous residue to D85
in bR [8]. The latter was identiﬁed as an acceptor of the SB proton
[131]. Electrophysiological experiments on E123T/A mutants dem-
onstrated that this residue was not required for ChR2 function
[8,91], but could not address its putative role as a SB proton acceptor.
More recently, Kato et al. [54] proposed D253 (homologous to D212
in bR) as the SB proton acceptor in the chimaeric C1C2. Thereafter,
compelling evidence for D253 being the SB proton acceptor in ChR2
was provided by time-resolved FTIR difference spectroscopy [47]. A
positive band from the C_O stretching of the SB proton acceptor
was inferred at 1696 cm−1 for WT, and clearly identiﬁed at
1715 cm−1 and at 1713 cm−1 in the E123T and D253E variants, re-
spectively. E123 was discarded as the SB proton acceptor by the
small spectral and kinetic alterations introduced by the E123T muta-
tion. On the other hand, D253E displayed 50-fold faster SB deproton-
ation kinetics, reminiscent of the acceleration observed in the D85E
variant of bR [132], and exhibited signiﬁcant spectral alterations in
spite of the conservative amino acid exchange [47]. The D253N vari-
ant did not display a band from the C_O stretching of the SB proton
acceptor even though the SB deprotonated almost normally, indicat-
ing that E123 was not the SB proton acceptor, even in the absence of
D253. Note that in bR, the deprotonation of the SB still occurs in the
D85N variant, even though with delayed kinetics [133,134].
Fig. 5. Schematic representation of the photocycle of ChR2. Proton transfer reactions as well as conformational changes of the apoprotein and the retinal chromophore are depicted that
constitute the transitions between intermediate states. The proton transfer reactions are colour coded and overlaid on the structural model of the C1C2 chimaera (PDB 3UGA) [54]. PRG
corresponds to the putative proton release group. The photocycle starts from the initial dark state (ChR2) by light-induced retinal isomerisation from all-trans (AT) to 13-cis, accompanied
by conformational changes in transmembrane helices. The channel opens in between two P2390 substates, closes in the subsequent P3520 to ChR2 transition, and is desensitised in the P3520 to
P4480 transition.
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1696 cm−1, suggests either that the OH group of D253 interacts
with a strong H-bond acceptor (e.g., a carboxylate group [135]),
that the C_O group of D253 does it with a strong H-bond donor
(e.g., NH3+ from a lysine [71,72]), or both. On such basis, we have ten-
tatively proposed that E123 forms a strong H-bond with D253 when
the latter is protonated, an interaction that is weakened in the E123T
and D253E variants [47]. A νC_O frequency of a carboxylic group of as
low as 1719 and 1713 cm−1was observed in the E194D and E204D var-
iants of bR [136–138]. Both conditions correspond to a carboxylic group
H-bonded to a carboxylate group, either directly [139] or indirectly,
through a water molecule [137]. Accordingly to a recent dark-state
model of ChR2 reﬁned with QM/MM, D253 and E123 side chains
would interact indirectly through two water molecules [38], making
plausible a water-mediated interaction between both residues also
when D253 is protonated. Protonated D212 in bR displays a C_O
frequency of 1712 cm−1 [140–142], explained by a combination
of H-bonds with two tyrosines (Y57 and Y185) and a water oxygen
[143], illustrating that other arrangements of H-bond interactions
can also produce a low C_O frequency for a Asp/Glu residue.
Different conclusions regarding the nature of the SB proton acceptor
were drawn from the analysis of the photocurrents of Chlamydomonas
augustae ChR1 (CaChR1) and VcChR1 [97]. Both showed a fast and in-
tense outward photocurrent assigned to the proton transfer from the
SB to the proton acceptor. The outward current was largely reduced inthe E123Q variant but roughly preserved in D253N. Both variants
displayed SB deprotonation. The authors concluded that E123 was the
primary proton acceptor while D253 acted as an alternative proton ac-
ceptor in the absence of the former [97]. The A123E mutation of
Dunaliella salina ChR1 (DsChR1) enhanced the fast outward photocur-
rents, indirectly suggesting that an Asp/Glu group at position 123 is
the most efﬁcient proton acceptor whenever present [97].
An acidic residue at position 253, but not at position 123, is con-
served in the family of ChRs. In DsChR1, E123 is replaced by alanine,
while D253 changes to glutamate [11]. Channel functionality is pre-
served upon neutralisation of E123 in ChR2 [91], C1C2 [54], CaChR1,
as well as in VcChR1 [97], thus conﬁrming that a protonable group at
position 123 is not a functional requirement in ChRs. The replacement
of D253 by non-protonable residues correlates with impaired function-
ality, as shown forD253A in C1C2 [54] and inDsChR [11], and for D253N
in ChR2 [47], in CaChR1, and in VcChR1 [97]. The SB still deprotonates
though, at least in theD253Nvariants [47,97]. The conservative variants
D253E [47] and E253D [11] in ChR2 and DsChR, respectively, retain the
photocurrents. Therefore, it is concluded that transient protonation of
the residue at position 253, rather than the SB deprotonation itself, is
a prerequisite for functionality.
5.3.2. Reprotonation of the retinal Schiff base
The homologue residue to the SB proton donor D96 in bR is H134
in ChR2 [8]. In ChR1, the H134D replacement led to a loss of function,
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ChR2 variants led to preserved or even improved photocurrents
[25,37], whereas H134Ywas barely functional [26]. Given the unknown
link between proton transfers and channel functionality, the above
ﬁndings alone did not strictly discard H134 as the SB proton donor. It
is noteworthy that a His at position 134 is conserved in most but not
all ChRs [9]. In MvChR1, this His is replaced by an Ala, whose exchange
to either His or Arg abolished the photocurrents [9]. More recently, E83
and E90were also suggested to be candidates for the SB proton donor in
C1C2, based on their spatial location and empirical pKa calculations [54].
Contrary to these suggestions, we succeeded in identify D156 as the
internal proton donor of the SB by means of time-resolved FTIR spec-
troscopy [47]. The SB proton donor in ChR2 corresponds to a carboxylic
groupwith a C_O stretching at 1737 cm−1 in the ground state, a group
that deprotonates concomitantly with SB reprotonation. The resulting
negative band at 1737 cm−1 shifted to 1763 cm−1 in the D156E variant
and vanished in D156A, but it was preserved in other variants (E90A,
E123T, D253E, and D253N), supporting the assignment to D156 [47].
The identiﬁcation of D156 as the SB proton donor provided the
clue to explain the extremely long lifetime of the P2390 intermediate
observed for the D156A variant [66]. In the absence of a suitable in-
ternal proton donor, SB reprotonation is rate-limited by slow proton
diffusion, presumably from the bulk and, thus, mutation of the SB
proton donor extends the lifetime of the deprotonated SB. These re-
sults are reminiscent of the functional consequences of the D96N/A
variants in bR [64], D108Q in proteorhodopsin [144], or E132Q in
Gloeobacter rhodopsin [145]. We infer that the photocycle of D156A
will be accelerated at low pH, as well as by small buffer molecules
such as azide, much like D96N/A variants of bR [144,146].
D156 in ChR2 corresponds to D115 in bR, a residue protonated
during the entire photocycle [147] and only indirectly involved in
the proton pump mechanism [148,149]. Interestingly, the mutation
of T90 in bR (the residue equivalent to C128 in ChR2) to Ala or Val
turned D115 ionic in the ground state [70], i.e., T90A/V mutations
largely reduce the pKa of D115 in bR. We anticipate that the replace-
ment of C128 will reduce the pKa (proton afﬁnity) of D156 [47],
explaining why C128X variants exhibited an extended lifetime of
the P3520 intermediate [66]. In the C128T variant, the slow decay of
P3520 was 10-fold accelerated at pH 6 in the presence of 30 mM
azide [100], a small molecule known to facilitate proton transfers
[150]. This observation is in line with the rate-limiting step for P3520
decay in C128T being the reprotonation of a residue, presumably
D156. We speculate that the pKa of D156 is dropped sufﬁciently low
in some C128 variants for D156 to be partially deprotonated in the
ground state, as reported previously for D115 in bR in the T90A/V
variants [70]. Indeed, a pH-dependent fraction of deprotonated
D156 (i.e., inactive SB proton donor) qualitatively explains the other-
wise puzzling observation that C128X variants show both long-lived
P2390 and P3520 states, with a fraction of P2390 decreasing with the bulk
pH [66].
We ﬁnally point out that the T90A variant abolishes light adaptation
in bR, i.e., the conversion of ground-state 13-cis, 15-syn to ground-state
all-trans, 15-anti retinal by illumination [151]. Such behaviour suggests
that T90 is involved in the conversion between all-trans, 15-anti and
13-cis, 15-syn conformations of retinal. It is plausible that C128, but
not D156, may play a similar role in ChR2. Such a feature can account
for additional spectroscopic and kinetic differences between C128X
and D156A variants.
5.3.3. Proton transfers linked to proton-pumping activity
We recently resolved proton transfer reactions in ChR2 [47]. The
initial proton transfer takes place from the SB to D253 and proceeds
with τ1/2 = 10 μs. The SB reprotonates from D156 with τ1/2 = 2 ms.
Concomitantly, a proton is released to the bulk, as deduced by transient
pH changes monitored by a pH-sensitive dye [45]. The proton is re-
leased to the extracellular side, a reasonable assumption required toaccount for the outward proton-pumping activity of ChR2 [31]. The
source of the released proton is not D253, which instead stays protonat-
ed at this stage. Thus, we infer the presence of a proton release group
that is yet to be identiﬁed [47]. The proton release group in bR involves
E194, E204, andwatermolecules, aswell as additional stabilising amino
acids [152–154]. The equivalent groups to E194 and E204 in ChR2 are
E235 and S245, respectively. Both residues are highly conserved in
other ChRs, with the exception of CaChR1 and CyChR1, where they are
replaced by S235 and D245, respectively [12]. The role of these residues,
if any, remains unclear. While the mutation S245E did not affect the
photocycle nor the proton release kinetics in ChR2 [45], it abolished
the photocurrents in MvChR2 [12].
D156 is reprotonated with τ1/2 = 10 ms [47], concomitantly with
proton uptake from the bulk [45]. Given the location of D156 in the in-
tracellular domain of ChR2, we have proposed that D156 reprotonates
from the intracellularmedium [47], completing a series of proton trans-
fers that account for the proton-pumping activity of ChR2 [31].
A fraction of ChR2, estimated to be 25–20% (vide supra), undergo the
P3520 to P4480 transition prior to ground-state recovery. This transition is
accompanied by the deprotonation of E90 (τ1/2 = 10 ms), which is
reprotonated upon P4480 decay to the initial dark state (τ1/2 = 20 s).
E90 deprotonation/reprotonation is to the aqueous bulk phase, as re-
vealed by transient pH-change measurements with the E90A variant
[47]. It is still to be deﬁned if proton release and uptake from E90 is to-
wards the cytoplasmic or the extracellular side of the membrane.5.4. The photocycle of 13-cis retinal
While all-trans retinal is the predominant isomer in the dark state of
ChR2, the contribution of the 13-cis photoreaction to the ChR2
photocycle remains elusive. Also, an open question is whether the 13-
cis photocycle is involved in ChR2 function and, thus, contributes to
the recorded photocurrents.
Heterogeneity in the photocycle caused by different retinal isomers
can be deduced by kinetic changes when using different excitation
wavelengths. In time-resolved UV/vis experiments on WT ChR2 and
the C128T variant, the primary isomerisation event and the successive
kinetics of the photoproducts were not affected by the variation of the
excitationwavelength [66,102]. In support, the kinetics of the photocur-
rents also did not differ by the change in wavelength of the exciting
laser ﬂash [33], suggesting that a single ground state was associated
with the photocurrents. In ASR, the quantum efﬁciency for retinal
photoisomerisation is 40% for all-trans retinal but only 20% for 13-cis
retinal [155]. If the same relative quantum efﬁciencies apply to ChR2,
the photoproducts of 13-cis retinal would be barely accumulated and,
thus, they would hardly contribute to the recorded data as the experi-
ments above suggest. Alternatively, the above experiments might
have failed in resolving contributions from the 13-cis photocycle from
the similar λmax values of all-trans and 13-cis retinal, which are sup-
posed to differ by no more than 10 nm.
The light-induced IR difference spectrum of the photoreaction of 13-
cis, 15-syn retinal of bR recorded at 77 K (K-BR13cis) displayed a pair of
bands at 1186(−) and 1179(+) cm−1 in the retinal ﬁngerprint region
[156]. The former band is characteristic for the C10–C11stretching of
13-cis, 15-syn retinal [89], while the latter band is considered a marker
for the formation of a distorted all-trans photoproduct arising from the
fraction of ground-state 13-cis retinal [156]. A similar pair of bands is
observed for the photoreaction of 13-cis retinal in ASR [157]. Similar
bands are discernible at 1183(−) and 1177(+) cm−1 for ChR2 (see
Fig. 4 and [60,68]). None of them, however, clearly corresponds to the
all-trans retinal photoreaction (see Fig. 4), but are akin to K-BR13cis.
The appearance of the 1183(−) and 1177(+) cm−1 bands suggests
that photo-excitation of 13-cis retinal in ChR2 leads to the formation
of an all-trans photoproduct that overlaps with the photoproduct from
all-trans retinal. Thus, it appears that 13-cis retinal photoproducts do
639V.A. Lórenz-Fonfría, J. Heberle / Biochimica et Biophysica Acta 1837 (2014) 626–642contribute to the ChR2 photoreaction. The question is whether the
13-cis photocycle is functionally relevant.
In dark-adapted bR, the 13-cis retinal shows a photocycle thatmost-
ly involves one or more long-lived red-shifted intermediate lacking the
transient deprotonation of the SB (M formation) and, thus, is not
coupled to proton pumping [119,158]. SB deprotonation and proton
pumping were suggested to take place in the 13-cis photocycle only at
high pH [159,160]. For ASR, it was also concluded that SB deprotonation
occurred solely, or at least predominantly, in the all-trans but not in the
13-cis photocycle [86]. It has been suggested that the syn conformation
of the C_Nbond in 13-cis retinal either places the SB in an incorrect ori-
entation after photo-isomerisation [88,161] or leads to an insufﬁcient
light-induced change in the pKa of the SB to deprotonate [160]. There-
fore, if D253 protonation from the SB and D156 reprotonation from
the bulk are important events for channel opening and closure in
ChR2, as they appear to be, it seems unlikely that the 13-cis photocycle
of ChR2 bears any functional relevance.
6. Conclusions
The last decade has witnessed a burst of optogenetic applications
in neurophysiology, based on the capacity of ChR to depolarise neuronal
cells via remote illumination. Though less rapid, notable advances have
recently been achieved in deciphering the functional mechanism of
channelrhodopsin at the molecular level. In this last aspect, bR serves
as a model. Indeed, many biophysical techniques established to unravel
details of the photoreaction of bR have recently been applied to
channelrhodopsin as well.
As complex as themolecular mechanism of bRmight have appeared
40 years ago, the fact that the community worked on bR of a single
origin (H. salinarum, for details see [162] and the review article by
Grote, Engelhard, and Hegemann [163] in this volume) ensured a
common ground to integrate results from different techniques.
Since then, the situation has dramatically changed as sequencing
came up with a diversity of proteins having the same or very similar
functionality. Despite the same light-gated channel function, the
plasticity of channelrhodopsins with varying amino acid sequences
even at seemingly critical spatial positions (for details see review arti-
cles by Spudich, Sineshchekov and Govorunova [164] and by del Val
et al. [165] in this volume) renders the molecular mechanism difﬁcult
to resolve when results from channelrhodopsins of different origins
are compared. The difﬁculty in understanding channelrhodopsins is en-
hanced by the fact that at least two different forms of the retinal chro-
mophore (all-trans and 13-cis retinal) exist in the dark state of all
channelrhodopsins examined so far.
Unique to channelrhodopsin is themechanistic link between retinal
isomerisation and channel gating (Fig. 5). Electrophysiological and
spectroscopic experiments performed onWT and site-directedmutants
of channelrhodopsin have provided hints to the relevance of proton
relocations in gating (vide supra). However, central parameters in
neurophysiology, such as the inﬂuence of membrane potential can
be assessed at the molecular level only by merging electrophysiology
and spectroscopy. Technical advances towards this goal have been
achieved [106,166–168] and the application to channelrhodopsin is
underway.
It is evident that the level of structural information must be in-
creased to be able to understand the functional mechanism of
channelrhodopsin. In particular, the localisation of water molecules
in the cation channel is of crucial relevance. Obtaining crystals of
channelrhodopsin that diffract to a higher resolution will allow the
identiﬁcation of more water molecules than in the current structural
model of the dark state [54]. Since only tightly bound water mole-
cules are resolved by crystallography, complementary methods will
be required to monitor weakly bound water molecules. Here, FTIR
difference spectroscopy and MD simulations are the methods of
choice (see articles by Furutani & Kandori [169] and by Gerwert,Freier, and Wolf [170] in this issue), which are also able to address the
active involvement of water molecules in the reaction mechanism.
As most of the mechanistic details have been assessed using ChR2
from C. reinhardtii and ChR2 is the protein mostly employed in
optogenetic applications, it is desirable to have the structure of the
WT solved. Intermediate states are trapped by continuous illumina-
tion at speciﬁc temperatures due to the fact that the transitions of
the photocycle intermediates are thermally driven. However, a de-
tailed protocol on the temperatures required to trap a speciﬁc state
is still to be developed. Protein variants may also be helpful, where
critical amino acid residues are exchanged to prolong the lifetime of
speciﬁc intermediate states. Once the intermediate state has been
trapped, X-ray crystallography or electron microscopy is applied to re-
solve the structure of these states in the three-dimensional (3D) or 2D
crystals, respectively. However, the restraints imposed by the crystal
lattice reduce the ﬂexibility of the protein backbone and side chains.
This effect is intended in crystal growth butmay restrict conformational
changes of the protein during catalytic activity, as has been demonstrat-
ed for othermicrobial rhodopsins [171,172]. In this regard, ﬂuorescence
(see article by Alexiev & Farrens [173] in this volume) and EPR spectros-
copy [58,59] can measure distances between judiciously placed labels
without the need of a crystal lattice.
All of these structural techniques provide only still pictures. Time-
resolved structural data employing novel pulsed X-ray [174,175] or
electron sources [176,177] will depict the dance of molecules involved
in channel gating. In the end, theoretical approaches will determine
the energy landscape as well as its change upon electronic excitation
and thermal relaxation through the various intermediate states of the
photocycle. By these means, a fundamental understanding of function-
ality will be achieved that answers not only the question ‘How does
the machine work?’ but ‘Why?’
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